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Summary of Results

1. A paper on the utility of a new camera trap that allows for automatic monitoring of sub-nivean predator-prey interactions (e.g.
lemming and mustelids) and temperature over the entire winter in remote tundra sites was published (Soininen et al. 2015). Data
from a network of such camera traps established along altitudinal gradients on Varanger Peninsula in the fall 2014 were
obtained in June and August 2015.

2. New census techniques of rock and willow ptarmigan has been tested on Varanger Peninsula in AprilMay 2015. This methodological study will form the basis for two master theses.
3. One master student (Eivind Flite eleivene has graduated on a thesis that further develops hierarchical
state-space models for predictng lemming outbreak amplitude based on COAT monitoring data.
4. We have contributed to analyzing monitoring of arctc predators on the island eolguyev in the Russian
low arctc where rodent specialists such as rough-legged buzzards and arctc foxes maintain viable
populatons based on mainly gooslings and ptarmigan (Pokrovsky et al. 2015e.
5. Funding from RCN (30 mill NOee and from Tromsø forskningsstielse had been obtained to develop
COAT Infrastructure on Varanger Peninsula and Svalbard.
For the Management

Presently COAT has tasks within several of its monitoring modules that feed
directly into management:
• The COAT Varanger forest-tundra ecotone module investgates - in collaboraton with the regional
forest management authorites in Finnmark - the efect of salvage logging on the recovery of birch
forest aier devastatvee climate change-induced forest insect outbreaks.
• The testng of methods for monitoring rock and willow ptarmigan was fnancially supported by
Miljødirektoratet and is aimed at improving populaton estmates of important game species.
• The four COAT Svalbard modules provide knowledge about the populaton dynamics of four
harvestable wildlife species (arctc foxe reindeere rock ptarmigan and pink-footed geesee that can be
used for setng harvestng quotas. COAT Svalbard members also presently assist the governor in
Svalbard in developing a monitoring system for the zoonotc EM parasite that has the sibling vole as an
intermediate host and the arctc fox as the determinate host.
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Communicated Results
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Interdisciplinary Cooperation

The main interdisciplinary axis of COAT is Climatology and Ecology and these two
disciplines are presently well integrated in the project. When COAT is fully
developed also a social science component will be implemented.
Budget in accordance to results

The funding from the terrestrial fagship to COAT is instrumental for running the
core monitoring series within COAT untl full external fnancing has been
obtained. The funding also serve as a necessary compliment to internal funding
provided by UiT and NPI and external funding from the Norwegian Environment
Agency.
Could results from the project be subject for any commercial utilization
No
Conclusions

A. The financing provided by the terrestrial flagship in 2015 has allow us to developing COAT some further steps towards our
ultimate ambition as stated in the COAT Science Plan: i.e. to become the world’s most advanced and comprehensive
ecosystem-based monitoring system for in the arctic.

B. In 2015 we have published a novel technique for monitoring subnivean ecology (Soininen et al. 2014e

